Structured growth from sheaf-like nuclei to highly asymmetric morphology in poly(nonamethylene terephthalate)†
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Thorough microscopy analyses are done on dissecting 3D interiors of poly(nonamethylene terephthalate) (PNT) banded spherulites. Growth of a specific type (Type-I) of banded spherulites is initiated from highly elongated sheaf-like nuclei, with asymmetrically grown lamellae packed as a multi-shell structure, leading to resemblance of a dual-face spheroid. Top-surface bands are characterized with discrete/unconnected dots of crystals aligned as zig-zag circles, which correspond to interior layered lamellae ends surfacing to top. Thus, the banded spherulites display not only inter-band discontinuity, but also discontinuity among the dotted crystals aligned on the top-surface ridges. 3D analysis exhibits that the banded spherulites possess a Janus-face morphology of compounded shell-and-kink lamellae assembly with dual discontinuities.

Organic or inorganic compounds, most notably calcium carbonate (CaCO₃), can react in a suitable regulating medium to form products of crystals displaying specific or diversified periodic assemblies on surfaces that are termed as surface-relief patterns that are intensively studied as model bio-mimetic systems. Additionally, small-molecule organic compounds such as phthalic acids have been reported to form periodic surface-relief patterns (concentric bands) upon solution evaporation induced crystallization. Many organic polymers have also been known to display periodic ring patterns in melt-crystallized spherulites since the 1950’s; however, albeit possessing similar or same periodic bands as those surface-relief patterns in small-molecule compounds, the mechanisms and formation of the ring bands have been interesting and intriguing subjects in numerous studies for past many decades; yet, the subjects in polymer periodic patterns have remained to be arguable for half a century, partially owing to an extra structural difference of existence of chain folding in the long-chain backbones of polymers. Periodic ringed structures in spherulites of polymers, copolymers, or their blends have been discovered, studied and debated for a long time. Numerous re-visits or revisions of the model of continuous lamellar twisting for periodic banding have been attempted recently by investigators. Lamellar helix-twisting 360°-angle continuously like DNA molecules, had been one of the most often suggested mechanisms in explaining how crystal lamellae grow into periodic bands, as viewed in polarized microscopy. In past decades, many investigators attributed the model of DNA-like continuous helix twisting of lamellae to surface stresses caused by chain-tilting in repeated folding; some other investigators even claimed that the twisting of polymer lamellae may be driven by polymer molecular chirality, which can be considered as a special form of chain tilting. The same phenomenon is also found in poly(trimethylene terephthalate) (PTT) that banding is attributed by some investigators to be due to chain tilting in repeated folding in the lamellae by Ivanov et al. in 2012. However, more recent re-investigation in 2017 on the bulk interiors of banded PTT spherulites (Tₑ = 210 °C) has contested with proven evidence that interior assembly reveals that there are three banded PTT spherulite types, each originating from different nuclei geometries and corresponding to different assemblies of interior lamellae, but all possess similar multi-shell spheroid-layered structures, each with their layer thickness exactly equal to the optical inter-band spacing. This is to say, the interior lamellae are structured as polycrystalline and complex hierarchical forms and definitely not single-crystalline plates in three types of banded PTT spherulites, and not just a single type of bands, essentially are not described by continuous helix-twisting, but by periodically interrupted interfaces between layered shells of spheroids. As the interior lamellae are not in accordance with continuous helix-twisting, chain tilting or folding-induced stresses is not at work for the optical banding in PTT spherulites.

Most polymers usually display a single type of ring-band pattern when crystallized at a Tₑ. PNT upon crystallization is unique in that it can display simultaneously three different types of ring bands at a same Tₑ. These three different ring-
banded patterns (termed as: Type-0, -I, and -II) and association with crystallization kinetics in PNT have already been discussed in a couple of previous studies.\textsuperscript{38,39} where “Type-0 band” means its lamellar assembly responsible for bands in surface is optically non-birefringent in POM; yet crystals of bands are visible in SEM. In earlier studies, PNT banded spherulites were mainly characterized for morphology of top surfaces in cast thin films with some interior lamellae being tentatively probed.\textsuperscript{38,39} Morphologies of Type-0, Type-I and Type-II spherulites in PNT thin films cast on glass slides and melt-crystallized at 60–85 °C have been expounded. Type-0 spherulites are superficially ringless in POM owing to ordered nanosize tiny ring structures; however, when viewed under greater-magnification SEM actually, the Type-0 bands are patterned with thin and tiny dotted crystals (tens of nanometers) self-arranged as rings on top surfaces. Type-I and Type-II patterns in PNT, on the other hand, are apparently ring-banded but of different types as viewed under POM as well as SEM. The essential morphology difference of Type-I (single-banded in POM with narrower inter-band spacing) versus Type-II (double-banded in POM with wider inter-band spacing) spherulites is obvious in SEM images. However, it is not enough to conceive the formation of ring bands if one only characterizes only the surface topography of thin films cast from solution on glass slides. Previous studies dealt with PNT in cast thin-film only, and 3-D patterns of ring bands of various types (Type-0, -I, and -II) in interiors of bulk forms were yet to be investigated. As the three types of bands differ significantly on the top-surface patterns, their corresponding interior assembly of lamellar crystals must differ in some subtle ways. Especially, three-dimensional views on interior assembly in correlation with top-surface relief patterned structures are necessary by specifically characterizing on intended types of banded PNT spherulites.

Although ring bands in thin-film polymers have been widely investigated and reported in the literature, 3-D ring pattern and growths, especially asymmetric ones and asymmetric-growth resulted interior crystal structures, have not been disclosed in any depth. Most studies on nucleic effects on crystal morphologies in the literature are limited to discussing the crystal growth confined in thin films without digging into interiors. An earlier study attempted to investigate the inner assembly of Type-I vs. Type-II ring bands in PNT spherulites.\textsuperscript{40} Other than proposals that Type-I bands are more likely to be homogeneously nucleated and Type-II bands are more sensitive to external nucleation; however, detailed mechanisms responsible for the formation of Type-I vs. Type-II bands remained as a puzzle up to date. In this study, growth from nucleation stage till final crystallized Type-I bands were investigated in greater details using novel interior dissection approaches vs. observation of early-stage nuclei morphology and directional orientation. The mechanisms and structure evolution into Type-I band morphology with high asymmetry in interior banding structures of PNT spherulites were examined in this study. Alternatively, mapping of interior lamellae assembly in correlation with top-surface periodic banding of PNT Type-I bands was attempted in order to achieve a three-dimensional description of a peculiar type of ring bands spherulites that display high asymmetry in banding interior with zig-zag ordered top surface rings.

According to the earlier studies,\textsuperscript{38-40} PNT upon crystallization at $T_c = 85$ °C develops two types of ring-banded spherulites with totally different top surface-relief periodicity and patterns. It is quite unusual and complex that PNT can display simultaneously two different types of ring bands at a single $T_c = 85$ °C that differ in surface-relief patterns and likely also differ in interior lamellae packing; thus, mechanisms of co-existence of two types of ring bands may puzzle most investigators. Fig. 1 shows characteristic birefringence patterns in POM micrographs of Type-I vs. Type-II ring bands in PNT (at $T_c = 85$ °C by quenching from $T_{\text{max}} = 120$ °C). Polarized optical micrographs (with or without tint plates) are placed side-by-side for direct evidence of apparent birefringence and morphological differences between these two types of ring bands. Fig. 1e shows that PNT crystallized at $T_c = 85$ °C (after melt-heating at $T_{\text{max}} = 110$ °C) displays a quantitative fraction ratio of Type-I/Type-II = 3 : 1. Thus both types of ring bands can be easily identified. Type-I band is narrowly spaced (inter-ring = 7–8 μm) and zig-zag ordered; while Type-II band is widely spaced (inter-ring = ~15–20 μm) and more orderly rings. In addition, it is quite common to have straight band-dislocation lines (as marked in white dashed-line brackets) in Type-II bands, but dislocation is
never seen in Type-I bands. Reasons will be expounded in later analyses.

An earlier study using AFM focused only on top-surface morphology of both Type-I and Type-II banded PNT spherulites, and revealed the essential differences between these two types of bands; however, how these top-surface banding patterns are correlated with respective interior lamellae assembly remained unknown. Fig. 2 shows comparison and confirmation of the dot-like zig-zag crystals on the top surfaces of Type-I PNT bands as viewed using both AFM and SEM, and these zig-zag dots are mostly in dimensions of micrometer-scales, yet some substructures may be in nanometers. The AFM images of two different magnifications (Fig. 2a and b) show that dotted crystals are aligned into a rough circular bands on top surfaces of crystallized PNT film. The dotted crystals on bands have some fibrous tails dragging in radial direction, and these dotted crystals are not solidly connected in bands but are discretely separated from each other with micro- to nano-size gaps. AFM characterization results have proved that the zig-zag aligned dotted domains on surface-relief patterns of Type-I bands are distinctly different from the much more elongated and better aligned rod-like crystals on surface-relief patterns of Type-II bands.

Fig. 2c and d further show SEM micrographs for morphology differences on the spherulite center region of top-surface of Type-I bands. Agreement between the AFM and SEM results for the top-surface patterns for Type-I PNT bands is obvious. With the nuclei sites buried in depth of films, the top surface patterns are filled with fibrillar ends protruding from inner nuclei sheaf-crystals (Fig. 2c); with nuclei located near or on the top surface of films, the surfaces are more contrasted with dots of crystals aligned as zig-zag rings (Fig. 2d). Interior lamellae assembly corresponding to these various surface relief patterns, however, remains unknown until the banded spherulites can be opened for interior dissection analysis. It is critical to show correlation between the top-surface banding patterns with the interior lamellae and their assembly underneath these top-surface bands.

In further SEM characterization for interior dissection, the specimen containing Type-I PNT banded spherulites was placed on a metal stand with the specimen’s fractured surface being oriented at a slant angle to the electron beams so that both top surface bands and fractured interior lamellae could be imaged simultaneously. Fig. 3 shows SEM micrographs of (a) top-surface banding of Type-I spherulites and interior lamellae that had been circumferentially fractured along the circular rings. For higher magnification (5000×), (b) a region near the periphery of the banded PNT spherulite was zoomed-in to the square area on (a). Apparently, if one looks at the top surface of the spherulites, there are up-and-down alternating ring-bands; furthermore, if ones examine along the circumferential rings (Fig. 3b), there are alternating fan-like layer along the ring bands with distinct discontinuity. This is to say, not only there is an alternating pattern of circular concentric rings sharing a common center, but also there is alternating periodicity with discrete fan-like layers aligned along the circular rings. Each of the interior fan-like layers corresponds to a discrete dot on the top surface. The dots on the top surface are actually protrusions of these inner fan-like lamellae and these dots are loosely and zig-zag aligned on the top surface to appear as “bands”. Nevertheless, underneath these dot-like bands on top surface, lamellae are aligned as highly palm-branched fans, and there is no 360°-angle helix-twisting of lamellae. These fan-like lamellae collectively wave and branch out periodically from an inner center (bottom center of Fig. 3a).

Even though the subject polymer has a relatively low melting point (92 °C) that may result in some electron charging issues in SEM; it was still possible to manage to capture considerably high-resolution images to show the details of lamellar assembly in the specimens of PNT banded spherulites. Fig. 4 shows a schematic illustration for the top-surface ridges of Type-I spherulite in correlation with the corresponding interior lamellae assembly. Apparently, not only the top surface banding displays periodic bands, the interior fan-like lamellae are accompanied with periodic tilting/bending and branching, and the fan-like lamellae are all aligned underneath and along the periphery of circular bands. The interior periodicity of bending/

![Fig. 2](image-url) (a, b) AFM images low lower and higher magnifications, respectively, and (c, d) SEM micrographs for different nuclei locations in PNT films crystallized at T_c = 85 °C.

![Fig. 3](image-url) SEM micrographs of Type-I spherulites being circumferentially (along the rings) fractured: (a) region near periphery of banded spherulite (2000 X), (b) zoom-in to the square area on (a) (5000×).
branching is ca. 7 μm, which is roughly same as the inter-ring spacing on top surface (7 μm), which both are exactly equal to the optical inter-band spacing (7 μm). This interior-top surface analysis and correlation fully proves that optical banding of Type-I spherulites in PNT film is not attributed to 360°-angle helix-twisting of lamellae along the top surface of films, but due to periodic assembly of the highly branched inner lamellae undergoing periodic fanning out from a common nuclei center in bulk interior (i.e., homogeneous nucleation).

It has been shown earlier that the fractured interiors of the banded PNT spherulites grown inside can show different patterns with the outside surface for both Type-I and Type-II spherulites, which is attributed to distortion of crystals upon reaching polymer-air interface. Nevertheless, there is a consistent correlation between the top-surface banding and interior lamellae assembly in terms of crystal lamellae emerging from interiors to outer surfaces. Schematic illustrations in Fig. 5 further show the interior dissection based on SEM analyses into the lamellae hidden underneath the Type-I PNT bands display alternating ridge/valley variation on top surface (band spacing = 7 μm), while the interior lamellae are self-assembled into a layer-like structure with a periodicity layer thickness = 7.0 μm. The periodicity in the inner lamellae is caused by characteristic curling, bending and branching at a fixed interval. Note also Fig. 5a shows fan-like lamellae are aligned along the circular bands with distinct discontinuity between the lamellae plates, where each lamellar plate measures a thickness ca. 1 μm. As discussed, the interior lamellae (underneath the top surface of spherulites) may inevitably differ from the top-surface morphologies of Type-I PNT bands. It further demonstrates that one runs great risk in probing the mechanisms of periodic banding in polymer spherulites if the investigator only constrains analyses on the top-surface morphology of thin crystallized films. In addition, nuclei crystals generated from homogeneous nucleation usually take a shape of elongated sheaf bundles, which lead to highly asymmetric growth into dual-face lamellae structures. Fig. 6a shows the nuclei of are located in inner bulk of Type-I banded spherulites (Tc = 85 °C) and take a sheaf-like geometry (slanted 45°-angle with the top surface). The lamellae grow along the sheaf direction are structured to a morphology as depicted, while in the perpendicular direction to the nuclei-sheaf, the crystals are packed into a kinked layered structure (scheme in Fig. 6b). The difference in morphology is likely caused by lamellar orientations; that is, along the sheaf, the lamellae are mostly flat-on (with the basal face pointing upward) but the lamellae in the perpendicular growth are edge-on oriented (with crystal prism face pointing out of the paper).
Conclusions

Type-I asymmetric ring-banded PNT spherulites are nucleated from highly oriented sheaf-nuclei that lead to disproportional distribution of lamellae assembly into two half-regions of different periodic packing. The 3-D structure in a PNT Type-I banded spherulite resembles a dual-face spheroid. The multilayered structures, with periodic kinked curling of pitch = 7 µm, as revealed in SEM characterization on PNT Type-I bands stand for alternating growth textures from innermost to outside, except that the exterior banding patterns are influenced by bulk-air interfacial stresses. The 3-D analysis thus exhibits an authentic cross-sectional morphology appearing as asymmetrically compounded half-and-half lamellae assembly.
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